POLJOT INTERNATIONAL
Dear watch friends,
The roots of the „Poljot-International“ watch brand lie in the
1930s, when the „First State Watch Factory“ was founded
in Moscow. In 1961, after the flight of the first citizen of the
Earth, Yuri Gagarin, into space, the watches produced by the
factory were given the name „Poljot“ (the flight).
In 1992, the watch distribution company „Poljot-V GmbH“
was founded in Frankfurt am Main, where the new watch
brand „Poljot-International“ was launched in 1995 under the
leadership of its managing director, Alexander Shorokhov.
While continuing the Russian traditions of the „Poljot“ brand,
it took a fundamentally different path of development: the
use of high-quality materials for watchmaking, the creation
of an independent contemporary design, high quality assemNEWS
bly work and strict and systematic quality control.
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The design, manufacture and quality control of the watches
as well as the service were transferred to Germany, which allowed the company to become completely independent and
to pursue its own development strategy. In the same year the
company was admitted to the „Association of the German
Watch Industry“.
The successful development of the „Poljot-International“
brand enabled the company to take a leading position among
watch manufacturers in the mid-price sector.
The stylish mechanical watches, inspired by traditional Russian history, are now sold in over 35 countries. In all watches
of the brand „Poljot-International“ you can see and feel the
skilful hands of the master watchmakers, the warmth of the
Russian soul and of course the love for Russia.

BASILIKA
The watch brand „Basilika“ is actually not new, because
the first and undoubtedly for years most successful model
series of „Poljot-International“ is called exactly the same „Basilika“.
This name is now attached to the watch brand as a fixed term
or as a pseudonym. Therefore, the registration in 2007 of the
name „Basilika“ as a watch brand, which is now common on
the market, was a logical consequence of the development.
This brand, which is also produced in Germany, continues the
future-oriented tradition of „Poljot-International“ and will
delight watch enthusiasts with its fresh design, technical developments and constructive solutions.
Once again, the focus will be on the individual watch components, the quality of the products and work, service and
customer care.
The goal is to satisfy the customer completely.
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ALEXEY LEONOV

MICHAEL GORBATCHOV

One of the most famous ambassadors of the „Basilica“ watches is Alexey Leonov, the commander of the legendary Soviet-American space flight of 1975.

In the 90s of the 20th century, the face of this man was known
everywhere. His fame surpassed that of any idol.

With this flight the Soviet and American teams stopped the
Cold War for a moment. The world press called this extraordinary event a „handshake in space“.
The multifunctional watch „Soyuz-Apollo“ worn by Leonov
runs with an automatic movement cal. 2427 and is equipped
with a double mainspring barrel, a world time clock, date
and weekday display, as well as the personal limited edition
number on the dial.

It was Michael Gorbatchov who broke down the „iron
curtain“ between East and West. People began to treat each
other with mutual understanding and respect.
He stands as an ambassador of the brand „Poljot-International“.

This special watch is limited to only 500 pieces.
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PETER THE GREAT

Hand winding movement cal. 9011 PI,
skeletonized, stainless steel case, goldplated with glass back, Ø 43mm, 5atm.

Peter the Great was a reformer of the Russian Empire from
the 17th - 18th century. His reforms of the government, economy, science, culture and military transformed the country
from an agricultural country into one of the most modern
and leading states of Europe at that time. Through him Russia
acquired its great importance.

9211.1941615

It is no coincidence that the dial is crowned by a large-format
coat of arms of the Russian Empire, which immediately catches the eye. After all, the skeletonized and engraved movement and the open dial create a beautiful, magnificent and
high-quality piece of jewelry.
This beautiful watch, dedicated to Peter the Great, is available in a gold-plated stainless steel case and is limited to 500
pieces.

8 - Majesty
12

Majesty - 9

NICOLAI II
Tsar Nicholas II is surrounded by numerous legends and contradictory rumors. However, one thing is clear to historians
- he was an educated and good-natured man who sincerely
loved his family and Russia.
In August 2000 he and his wife Alexandra Fyodorovna, who
came from the German noble family of Hessen-Darmstadt,
as well as their 5 children were canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church.

9211.1941613

This model series is dedicated to the memory of Nikolai II.

9211.1940902

9211.1940903

9211.1941613

In this wonderful watch, the focus is on the skeletonized
movement and the dial. These two components create a feeling as if you are transported back in time to the Russian tsars.
The rounded corners of the case and the hands complete the
classic appearance of this watch. The series is limited per dial
variant, with the respective limited edition number appearing on the dial.

Hand winding movement cal. 9011 PI,
skeletonized, stainless steel case or
gold-plated with glass back, Ø 43mm,
5atm.
10 - Majesty

Majesty - 11

PETERHOF RESIDENCE OF TSARS
MANUAL WINDING POCKET WATCH
The first pocket watches were manufactured in Nuremberg
from the 15th to the 16th century. Until today we know the
famous Nuremberg watchmaker Peter Henlein.
Soon the pocket watch began its triumphal procession. The
handy watches quickly became popular.
Today they experience a renaissance. In order to be able to
see the small work of art - the finely finished reliable handwound movement caliber 3105, the watch was given a
sapphire glass back.
2901.1941612

2901.1941613

NICOLAI II - CHRONOGRAPH
3105.0008811
Hand winding movement cal. 3105, refined, rhodium-plated, stainless steel
case Ø 45mm, sapphire glass on both
sides.
12 - Majesty

This magnificent model in a gilded case is dedicated to the memory of Nicolai II. It commemorates the gala performances and the costly life
of the last Russian Tsar from the Romanov dynasty.
Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901 SeaGull, refined „Geneva Stripes“, rose gold plated, stainless steel case Ø 43mm, glass back, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
Majesty - 13

TSARS OF RUSSIA
2427.1541511

Poljot-International clearly follows its „Keeping Traditions“
philosophy in this elegant model.

2427.1541512

Automatic cal. 2427 Slava with date &
weekday, stainless steel case Ø 43 mm,
glass back, sapphire glass on front, 5atm,
limited edition of 300 pieces each dial.
14 - Majesty

2427.1541513

2427.1541514

The main element of the design is the symbol of the Russian
Tsars - the double eagle. It is located on the 12-hour position
and embodies the power and unity of the Russian state. It
is carefully lasered onto the dial and then plated. Since the
„double eagle“ is relatively large as the main element, the
hour markings with Roman numerals were adapted to the
size and thus balance the design. This design of the numbers
also fits historically very well with the traditional look. The
hands also match perfectly in color. The dial is domed and
available in 4 colors: silver, black, blue and red. For the red
dial, a special design was made by letting the strong red color
run out in the middle through a dark red to black on the edge.
This gives the dial a special vintage character.
For the movement the automatic movement from Slava with
date and weekday is used, which is visible through a glass
bottom. The day is set by the crown, the date can be set by
pressing a small pusher on the case, near the 2 o‘clock position. Some bracelets are made of special material to adapt all
elements of the watch to the traditional look.

Majesty - 15

NASTJA
The exclusive design of this ladies‘ watch is beyond competition. The open skeletonized dial allows a fantastic view of the
heart of the watch - the movement.
The dial is available in silver, champagne or rosé and is decorated with fine zirconium stones at the numbers 3, 6, 9 and
12. The hands have been blued in the traditional way. The
exclusive exterior is complemented by a beautiful brown or
black leather strap.

2723.1330101

2723.1330102

2723.1330103

Automatic movement cal. 2723
SeaGull, skeletonized, open way dial,
stainless steel case with glass back, Ø
35 mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
16 - Majesty

Majesty - 17

Automatic skeleton cal. 7500 PTS,
skeletonized, stainless steel case with
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire front
glass, 5atm.

7500.1940613

7500.1940713

7500.1940711

7500.1940712

HERMITAGE
The State Hermitage Museum is a museum of art and culture in Saint Petersburg, Russia. It is the second-largest art museum in the world,
which was founded in 1764. It shows a large collection of rich and historic buildings and art of Russian emperors. The first automatic skeleton “Hermitage“ is inspired by these works of art – magnificent, classical and artistically skeletonized. In the area of the two rings the
balance and the barrel can be seen complemented with a skeletonized rotors well.
18 - Majesty

Majesty - 19

3360.T04

3360.T66
Hand winding movement cal. 3360, refined, skeletonized, Greenwich time indication, day & night display, stainless
steel case Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, glass bottom, 5 atm, limited edition of 50 pieces.
20 - Perfection

3360.T05

TOURBILLON - SKELETON
This beautiful and filigree tourbillon series was designed in a classic style and features a finely guilloched dial. The tourbillon movement
is a dream, because with its perfectly designed and skeletonized bridges, the sapphire crystal makes it a pleasure to behold. For the same
reason, it also has a transparent sapphire crystal back.
Hand winding cmovement cal. 3360, refined, skeletonized, Greenwich time indication, day & night display, stainless steel case Ø 43mm, sapphire glass on
front, glass bottom, 5atm, limited edition of 100 pieces of each dial version.
Perfection - 21

Hand winding movement cal. 3340,
refined, day & night display, power
reserve display, stainless steel case
Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on front,
glass back, 5 atm.

3340.T08

3340.T10

3340.T12

TOURBILLON - POWER RESERVE
The Tourbillon series with power reserve is also incomparable in design. The finely guilloché dials and beautiful sea blue mother-of-pearl
dial underline the lightness and elegance of this series. The 80 hour power reserve gives the wearer a carefree freedom to enjoy the time.
All models of this collection are limited to 100 pieces each.
22 - Perfection

Perfection - 23

3340.T14

3340.T13

3340.T15

3340.T16

Hand winding movement cal. 3340,
refined, day & night display, power reserve display, stainless steel case Ø 43
mm, sapphire glass on front, glass back,
5 atm, limited edition of 100 pieces of
each dial version.
24 - Perfection

Perfection - 25

9730.2940551

9730.2940552

9730.2940654

GLOBETROTTER
The doubletimer - model „Globetrotter“ in skeletonized design is the perfect companion for international travelers who like something
unusual. The day and night display is shown on a disc as a world map with moon and sun and harmonizes beautifully with the blued hands.
The seconds run at 9 o‘clock. The triangular hour markers complete the elegant overall picture. This watch is available in four different
versions, each limited to only 300 pieces.
26 - Perfection

9730.2940553

Hand winding movement cal. 9730,
refined and skeletonized, indication of
local and home time, day & night display, small second hand at 9h, stainless
steel case or gold plated, Ø 43 mm,
sapphire glass on front, glass back, 5
atm.
Perfection - 27

NEW JAROSLAVL
2427.1540991

Yaroslavl is one of the oldest cities in Russia. In the Middle
Ages the main trade routes crossed here. It is certainly no
coincidence that the Trans-Siberian Railway also passed
through this city. Today the old town is one of the most magnificent in Russia and was included in the UNESCO list of
world cultural heritage sites in 2005.
The timeless classic design and the dauphin hands make the
watch a valuable addition to the collection.

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava,
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case or gold plated with colored
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.
28 - Perfection

2427.1540994

Perfection - 29

2427.1540911

2427.1540913

2427.1541668

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava,
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case or gold plated with colored
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.
30 - Perfection

2427.1541167

2427.1540611

2427.1540113

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava,
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case or gold plated with colored
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.
Perfection - 31

CLASSIC CHRONO
The „Classic“ series is a continuation of the „Baikal“ series.
All watches are designed in the classical style, which in translation from Latin means „in exemplary execution“. This style
stands for brilliance and stability and conveys a feeling of harmony and regularity, away from all transience.
The strict and elegant appearance, the clear design, as well as
the restrained color scheme of this watch makes it one of the
most popular and classic models of the entire Poljot International collection.

2901.1940211

2901.1940214

2901.1940212

Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901
SeaGull, refined with „Geneva Stripes“,
stainless steel case or gold plated with
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.
32 - Perfection

Perfection - 33

GORBATCHOV
On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Manufactory and in honor of Michael Gorbatchov, the bestseller „Gorbatchov“ was reissued.
This time the legendary model is equipped with an automatic movement. Instead of numbers, the dial features red-gold
indexes. Two flags symbolize the transition from the USSR to
the Russian Federation.
The words on the edge also express the new orientation of
the state. There are the following Russian words: “Perestroika“ (reconstruction), “Glasnost“ (freedom of speech), freedom, reforms, democracy and peace.
This watch series is limited to only 250 pieces per dial version.
2427.1546513

2427.1546512

2427.1546511

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case with colored glass back, Ø 43
mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
34 - Legends

Legends - 35

BERINGO
The name of the noble model „Beringo“ comes from the
famous Danish explorer Vitus Bering (XVIII century), who
worked for the Russian Tsars to discover new countries and
sea routes for the Russian Empire.
This name was not chosen randomly for this new model. It
embodies the spirit, the idea and the philosophy of this model and of the brand Poljot-International. An additional letter
„O!“ was added to the end of the name and the result was
the name „Beringo“. The „O“ is a letter of astonishment and
creates emotions, just like this model.

9910.1942512

Hand winding cal. 9910 skeletonized
and engraved, stainless steel case or
gold-plated or black PVD coated with
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.
36 - Legends

9910.1942111

9910.1942213

The Russian soul and tradition with its curved decorations,
skeletonizations and golden and silver details combines perfectly with the modernity, which consists of splendid colors.
The relatively large openings with the silver, gold and black
plated cases and movement parts of the decorated skeleton
„communicate“ smoothly with the clear and modern colors
and the special bracelets.
The movement used for this model is a specially skeletonized
movement. It is processed accordingly and adapted to the
quality standard. It is very robust and reliable. For the case
one of the traditional and well known cases from Poljot-International in three different versions is used. The leather strap
with the colorful seams makes the overall look modern and
extraordinary. Limited to 400 pieces each.
Legends - 37

Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901
SeaGull, refined with „Geneva Stripes“,
stainless steel case or gold-plated with
glass back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on
front, 5atm.

2901.1940611

2901.1940911

2901.1940912

2901.1940913

BAIKAL
The „Baikal“ is one of the most enchanting places in Siberia. Its archaic beauty inspires and magically attracts people. The watch of the
same name also captivates with its delicacy, elegance and nobility. Its magnificent format and glass back complete the symbolic reference
to this natural wonder.
38 - Wonder

Wonder - 39

Automatic movement cal. 2706
SeaGull, stainless steel case with
glass back, Ø 35 mm, sapphire glass
on front, 5atm.

2706.1330631

2706.1330634

2706.1330134

YAKUTIA
Yakutia is a rich republic of the Siberian part of Russia. It is rich in gold and diamonds. Approximately 13% of the world diamond production
takes place there. A legend tells that when God created the earth, he sent an angel with a sack of riches over Siberia. When this Yakutia flew
over, his fingers got stiff from the cold and he dropped everything. Thus the region became rich in mineral resources. The ladies‘ watch
“Yakutia“ also radiates this wealth and coloring of the republic. The delicate mother-of-pearl dial set with Swarovski stones and the small,
nationally designed second hand at 6 o‘clock are intended to express this. Packaged in a classic case and equipped with an automatic movement, this watch is the perfect solution for everyday wear as well as for festive occasions.
40 - Wonder

2706.1330131

Wonder - 41

Automatic movement cal. 2706
SeaGull, stainless steel case with
glass back, Ø 35 mm, sapphire glass
on front, 5atm.

ALZENAU
WITH LOVE FOR THE HOME TOWN ALZENAU
These two “Alzenau“ ladies‘ models were created for
the 70th anniversary of the hometown of „Poljot-International“. These models enjoy special attention and popularity of the inhabitants of Alzenau!
The design is very classic and noble, but shows beautiful
details at the same time. The high-quality guilloché dial
bears the coat of arms of the beautiful Bavarian „small
town in the countryside“. This symbol is balanced by
the decorative small second hand at 6 o‘clock, so it still
looks harmonious. The clear applications of the hour
markers and the „Dauphine“ hands make it easy to read
the time.
A round stainless steel case with a glass bottom through
which a skeletonized automatic movement can be seen.
The light version of the model is rounded off by a dark
brown leather strap, the almost majestic Royal blue dial
gets a metal strap, which was developed especially for
this model and perfectly adapted to the case.

2706.1330511

2706.1330512B

Both models are limited to 50 pieces each.

42 - Inspiration

Inspiration - 43

9011.1940864

9120.2940336

9011.1940867

9120.2940335

NIGHTS OF ST. PETERSBURG

DOUBLETIMER

If the nights are rather dark in Moscow, they are really bright in the summer in beautiful St. Petersburg. Like the nights, the watches with
their warm dial colors are perceived as cheerful and romantic - they shimmer like the sky above the city. Thanks to the easily readable numerals, you can‘t make a mistake in time either during the day or at night. The refined movement under the glass bottom completes the
magic of this beautiful model.

The model „Doubletimer“ is a helpful friend when travelling. It displays not only local and home time, but also day and night. The dial is
made of high-quality mother-of-pearl and offers perfect readability with the black hour markers. The soft, pleasant leather strap is also
very comfortable to wear.

Hand winding movement cal. 9011, refined with “Geneva Stripes“, stainless steel case with glass back, Ø 43mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
44 - Inspiration

Hand winding movement cal. 9120PI, refined with “Geneva Stripes“, indication of local and home time, day & night display, stainless steel case with glass
back, Ø 43mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
Inspiration - 45

MOSCOW NIGHTS
The song from the „Moscow Nights“, which gave this watch
its name, was included in the „Guinness Book of Records“ as
the most sung song in the world.
It can be heard in all dialects in India, in the old Haussa language in faraway Nigeria or in foggy Copenhagen, where sailors greet each other with words from the song. The catchy
melody and the deeply touching words make it a real flagship
for Russia.
This striking watch series of the same name definitely does
justice to the well-known song.

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case with colored glass back, Ø 43
mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
46 - Inspiration

Inspiration - 47

2901.1940961

Hand winding chronograph cal. 2901
SeaGull, refined with “Geneva Stripes“,
stainless steel case glass back, Ø 43
mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
48 - Inspiration

2901.1940962

2901.1940963

2427.1540961

2427.1540962

2427.1540963

Automatic movement cal. 2427 Slava
with day & date indicator, stainless
steel case with colored glass back, Ø 43
mm, sapphire glass on front, 5atm.
Inspiration - 49

POLAR BEAR
The model „Polar Bear“ - one of our most successful and exciting models has undergone a rejuvenating treatment. The
watch was given a classic design to fit back into the overall
look of the collection.
Nevertheless, this watch with its 24-hour display is certainly
one of the most exotic of the mechanical watch models. The
hour hand only needs to make one turn to cover 24 hours.
Such watches are particularly popular with pilots, sailors and
inhabitants of the Arctic regions.
The „Polar Classic“ is available in 4 different dial colors.

2423.1940311

2423.1940312

50 - Inspiration

2423.1940313

2423.1940314

Hand winding movement cal. 2423
Vostok, stainless steel case with glass
back, Ø 43 mm, sapphire glass on front,
5 atm.
Inspiration - 51

BOLSHOI COLLECTION

ONEGIN

The name of this special edition comes from the Great Theater in Moscow - the „Bolshoi“ Theater. The Bolshoi Theatre
in Moscow is not only the most famous and most important
theater for opera and ballet in Russia, but all over the world.

The opera Onegin was written around 1878 by the famous composer Tchaikovsky. It is based on the novel of
the same name, Eugene Onegin, by Alexander Pushkin.

The corresponding „Bolshoi“ - collection comes in a fine
square case. But it is not so easy to design a good square
watch. And creating a skeleton in a square shape is twice as
complicated. That is why special attention has been paid to
every detail. The case has been brushed in various ways and
the corners have been rounded to create a special vintage
look.
The size of the watch was also adapted to the classic cases.
With 38,5 x 38,5 mm it fits every wrist. A glass bottom completes the perfection of the case. The crown was decorated
with a finely cut out basilica symbol.

This beautiful model „Onegin“ combines both perfectly:
The artfully and almost poetically skeletonized manual
winding movement with a vintage design inspired by
the time. The colors fit perfectly into the theme. The
dial features a stripe pattern while the gold-plated appliqués make it easy to read the time. The square hands
complete the design and are luminescent to show the
time even at night.
The sturdy leather strap has been perfectly selected for
the watch and matches the color of the dial. The thicker
white quilting seam also underlines the vintage look.

2761.1000154

2761.1000153

All models are available with a leather strap or a metal bracelet.

Hand winding movement cal. 2761 PTS
Skeleton, stainless steel case with glass
back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass
on front, 3 atm.
52 - Vintage

Vintage - 53

2820.1000633B

2820.1000632B

2820.1000132B

2820.1000131

NUTCRACKER
The Nutcracker is probably the most famous Russian ballet, divided into two acts. It was first set to music by Tchaikovsky around 1892 and is
still one of the most popular ballets in the world today. The beautiful Nutcracker model series has great potential to become just as popular.
The skeletonized dials and movements fascinate at first sight. Like a composed movement they fit perfectly into each other. And color comes into play. The petrol-blue color tone perfectly matches the rose-gold metal bracelet, which was developed especially for this line. It is
classic in design, but also very fine in quality.
54 - Vintage

Further details, such as the hands, the hour appliqués and leather
straps complete the design. The automatic movement is skeletonized and finely decorated.
Automatic movement cal. 2820A PTS Skeleton, stainless steel case or gold
-plated with glass back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass on front, 3 atm.
Vintage - 55

2820.1000122B

2820.1000112

2760.1000103B

2820.1000121

2760.1000101

MASEPA

CLASSIC

„Masepa“ is also a famous opera in three acts by Tchaikovsky. Like many Russian operas, it is about love, pain, struggle and power. The model of the same name „Masepa“ radiates this in all its glory. You can see the love for detail of the individual elements. The finely guilloched
dials, the skeletonized and decorated automatic movements set the tone. The dark blue color, which occurs in individual models, embodies
power and radiates a certain strength. This creates an interesting interplay between love and power, like in a real opera.

The Classic models of the Bolshoi collection fit perfectly with the philosophy of Poljot International - „Keeping Traditions“. The focus is on
traditional elements and details. The guilloché dial with its distinctive Roman numerals plays the leading role. The opening in the middle
allows a view of the skeletonized manual winding movement. The hands in the shape of the basilica and the small basilica logo at 12 o‘clock
complete the traditional theme. The small second hand runs at 6 o‘clock and supports the outer scale of the minute hand.

Automatic movement cal. 2820A PTS Skeleton, stainless steel case with glass back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass on front, 3 atm.

Hand winding movement cal. 2760 PTS Skeleton, stainless steel case with glass back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass on front, 3 atm.

56 - Vintage

Vintage - 57

Hand winding movement cal. 2760 PTS
Skeleton, stainless steel case with glass
back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass
on front, 5 atm.

2760.1000112

2760.1000113B

2760.1000113

2760.1001611

VINTAGE
The „Bolshoi-Vintage“ models are unique noble watches in vintage design, adapted from the models of the 50s, 60s. The Poljot brand had
developed similar models back then in Moscow and we continue this tradition today. Although the design of this model series is kept in
vintage style, it is still very popular today. With its rectangular case, basilica-shaped hands and retro-style numeric display, it definitely hit
the mark. The different versions of the leather straps, the metal coatings and the partly strong colors of the dials make this model look very
modern. The glass bottom on the back allows a view of the beautiful thin, skeletonized and decorated movement.
58 - Vintage

Hand winding movement cal. 2760 PTS
Skeleton, stainless steel or gold-plated
case with glass back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm,
sapphire glass on front, 5 atm.
Vintage - 59

2760.1000115B

2760.1000114

2760.1000213B

Hand winding movement cal. 2760 PTS
Skeleton, stainless steel case with glass
back, Ø 38.5 x 38.5 mm, sapphire glass
on front, 5 atm.
60 - Vintage

Vintage - 61
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